Abstract: Some biological systems, such as the tree frog, Litoria caerulea, and the bush-cricket, Tettigonia viridissima, have developed the ability to control adhesion by changing the curvature of their pads. Active control systems of adhesion inspired by these biological models can be very attractive for the development of devices with controllable adhesive properties. In this paper, we present a theory describing the adhesive behavior of an artificial system consisting of an inflatable membrane clamped to a metallic cylinder and filled with air. In such a system, by controlling the internal pressure acting on the membrane, it is possible to modulate the adhesive strength. In particular, an increase of the internal pressure and, hence, the curvature of the membrane, results in a decrease of the pull-off force. Results predicted by the theoretical model are in good agreement with experimental data. The model explains the apparent contradictory results observed for the thick membrane with zero curvature. In fact, in this case, large pull-off forces should be expected, but zero values are measured due to an initial small misalignment between indenter and membrane, which is not possible to control with precision during the experiments. The present model might help to achieve a better understanding of the adhesion behavior of biological systems and of the fingertips that, in a broad sense, may be regarded as shell-like structures.
Introduction
Adhesion is a fundamental phenomenon with great importance in all areas of life and technology, such as in biological systems (e.g., in cell [1] and bacterial [2] adhesion, plant [3] and animal [4] attachment), in technical systems (e.g., road-tire contact [5] ), or simply using sticky tapes (e.g., Scotch ® , Tesa ® , Post-It ® ). The adhesive contact problem between a sphere and a plane has been solved theoretically by Bradley [6] , Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR theory) [7] , and Derjaguin, Müller, and Toporov (DMT theory) [8] for different limiting cases. Also, for other contact geometries, solutions have been proposed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , e.g., peeling of a thin film from a rigid substrate [10, 14] . Those theories have been successfully applied to many of the above mentioned adhesion problems both in science science and technology. However, there are some biological systems which do not resemble the contact between a bulk sphere and a bulk plane. Instead, they consist of shell-like or vessel-like structures. Examples range from cells and bacteria to the smooth adhesive organs (toe pads) of the tree frog Litoria caerulea (Anura, Hylidae) [17] and that of the great green bush-cricket Tettigonia viridissma (Orthoptera, Tettigoniidae) [18] . For such systems, a different adhesive behavior is expected than those predicted by theories of solid bodies, e.g., JKR theory [19] . Such shell-like structures usually have a certain internal structure and are filled with fluids [17, 18] .
By varying the amount of fluid or varying the internal pressure of such shell-like structures for the tree frog and the bush-cricket, it has been speculated that those animals can actively control the curvature of their adhesive organ and thus the adhesion to the substrate (see Figure 1 ) [20] . Using an artificial model system (Figure 1g ) inspired by those animals, the hypothesis of adhesion control by inflation was tested [20] . Indeed, a curvature controlled adhesion was observed, but a different adhesion behavior compared to the JKR theory was observed. In addition, related works reported in the literature [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , dealing with similar configurations, do not capture our problem on the whole. For example, the adhesion of a flat punch on a thin pre-stressed membrane, but in the absence of pressure loads, is analyzed in [26] . In [28] , instead, the problem of a pressurized membrane immersed in water is addressed, but prestrain effects are neglected. Moreover, the approach given in [22, 27] assumes: (i) circumferential and meridian strains equal and constant in the membrane; and (ii) small displacements. These assumptions do not entirely fit to our situation, for example, at low pressure loads the circumferential strains are negligible with respect to the meridian ones. (1-4) ; (f) Cross section of the adhesive pad of T. viridissima. AS, air sack; EN, endocuticle; EXO, exocuticle; HM, haemolymph; TD, tendon of the claw flexor muscle (adapted from [13] with modifications). (g) Abstracted model of (c) and (f). A, air; M, membrane. Adapted from [20] .
Thus, the aim of the present study is to develop a theoretical model that captures all aspects of the experimental work done in [20] by reducing the number of necessary assumptions.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the experimental setup and the tests carried out on the artificial model are briefly reviewed. In Section 3 the theory is introduced. The results of the theory are presented in Section 4 and discussed in the context of the experimental data obtained in [20] . Finally, Section 5 concludes the study discussing the biological and technological relevance of curvature controlled adhesion. (1-4) ; (f) Cross section of the adhesive pad of T. viridissima. AS, air sack; EN, endocuticle; EXO, exocuticle; HM, haemolymph; TD, tendon of the claw flexor muscle (adapted from [13] with modifications). (g) Abstracted model of (c) and (f). A, air; M, membrane. Adapted from [20] .
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the experimental setup and the tests carried out on the artificial model are briefly reviewed. In Section 3 the theory is introduced. The results of the theory are presented in Section 4 and discussed in the context of the experimental data obtained in [20] . Finally, Section 5 concludes the study discussing the biological and technological relevance of curvature controlled adhesion. Figure 2 shows schematically the artificial system mimicking the smooth adhesive organs of the tree frog and the bush-cricket (see Figure 1 ). Membranes made of polyvinylsiloxane (PVS) were clamped at one side of a hollow cylinder. Figure 2 shows schematically the artificial system mimicking the smooth adhesive organs of the tree frog and the bush-cricket (see Figure 1 ). Membranes made of polyvinylsiloxane (PVS) were clamped at one side of a hollow cylinder. The diameter 2R of the cylinder was 20 mm. By changing the volume of the cylinder with a piston pneumatically different curvatures of the membranes could be adjusted. Membranes with average thickness of ~145 μm, and ~270 μm were used in the experiments. Also, an average RMS-roughness of 0.116 μm (± 0.017 μm, n = 10) was measured using a white light interferometer (WLI) NewView 6k (ZygoLOT GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Although biological attachment systems mainly operate due to hydraulic mechanisms, we here used a pneumatic approach as those hydraulic systems are not closed systems, but open ones and thus those systems very likely operate as compressible systems.
Materials and Methods

Pull-off forces were measured by preloading membranes at different radii of curvatures with a flat circular glass indenter (diameter 10 mm, RMS-roughness 0.003 μm (± 0.001 μm, n = 5)). Figure 3 shows the typical force-time sequence of pull-off measurements. The indenter was lowered towards the membrane until a fixed preload of 3 mN was reached (Figure 3a,b) . After a resting phase of ~2 s (Figure 3c ), the indenter was withdrawn from the membrane (Figure 3d The diameter 2R of the cylinder was 20 mm. By changing the volume of the cylinder with a piston pneumatically different curvatures of the membranes could be adjusted. Membranes with average thickness of~145 µm, and~270 µm were used in the experiments. Also, an average RMS-roughness of 0.116 µm (˘0.017 µm, n = 10) was measured using a white light interferometer (WLI) NewView 6k (ZygoLOT GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Although biological attachment systems mainly operate due to hydraulic mechanisms, we here used a pneumatic approach as those hydraulic systems are not closed systems, but open ones and thus those systems very likely operate as compressible systems.
Pull-off forces were measured by preloading membranes at different radii of curvatures with a flat circular glass indenter (diameter 10 mm, RMS-roughness 0.003 µm (˘0.001 µm, n = 5)). Figure 2 shows schematically the artificial system mimicking the smooth adhesive organs of the tree frog and the bush-cricket (see Figure 1 ). Membranes made of polyvinylsiloxane (PVS) were clamped at one side of a hollow cylinder. The diameter 2R of the cylinder was 20 mm. By changing the volume of the cylinder with a piston pneumatically different curvatures of the membranes could be adjusted. Membranes with average thickness of ~145 μm, and ~270 μm were used in the experiments. Also, an average RMS-roughness of 0.116 μm (± 0.017 μm, n = 10) was measured using a white light interferometer (WLI) NewView 6k (ZygoLOT GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Although biological attachment systems mainly operate due to hydraulic mechanisms, we here used a pneumatic approach as those hydraulic systems are not closed systems, but open ones and thus those systems very likely operate as compressible systems.
Pull-off forces were measured by preloading membranes at different radii of curvatures with a flat circular glass indenter (diameter 10 mm, RMS-roughness 0.003 μm (± 0.001 μm, n = 5)). Figure 3 shows the typical force-time sequence of pull-off measurements. The indenter was lowered towards the membrane until a fixed preload of 3 mN was reached (Figure 3a,b) . After a resting phase of ~2 s (Figure 3c ), the indenter was withdrawn from the membrane (Figure 3d 
Theoretical Model
Consider an elastic membrane clamped at the external radius R as schematically shown in Figure 2 . By reducing the initial volume of the system V 0 by ∆V, an increase of the initial atmospheric pressure p 0 occurs. In addition, the volume reduction results in a deformation of the membrane and produces an extra cap volume V c < ∆V. Assuming isothermal conditions, the resulting pressure increase ∆p can be calculated from the Boyle-Mariotte law as
where V c is obtained assuming a spherical cap with the curvature radius r c of the inflated membrane. The radius r c , in turn, can be experimentally determined for each membrane and volume reduction ∆V as described in [20] . When the plate indenter adhering to the membrane is pulled up, an additional variation in volume occurs. However, such variation is several orders of magnitude smaller than the control volume of the apparatus. As a result, the resulting variation in pressure occurring during the detachment of the plate will be negligible.
For a reversible and isothermal transformation, the total energy of the system (U tot ) is the sum of the strain energy (U el ), the potential energies associated with the applied force F (U P ) and pressure ∆p (U ∆p ), and the surface energy (U ad ). When the variation of the total energy is negative, the system spontaneously moves out of equilibrium. Therefore, detachment spontaneously occurs when
where dU el is the change in the elastic energy stored in the membrane, dU P and dU ∆P are the variation of the potential energy associated with the applied detachment force F and pressure ∆p, respectively, and dU ad =´∆γdA is the change in the surface energy, being A the contact area between the solid indenter and the membrane and ∆γ the so-called work of adhesion per unit area.
Recalling that the energy release rate G at the tip of the contact area is defined as in [32] G " B pU tot´Uad q BA "
the system spontaneously moves out of equilibrium when
If G > ∆γ the above inequality requires dA < 0 and hence the contact area reduces causing the detachment of the membrane. Vice versa, if G < ∆γ the detachment is prevented. Therefore, the contact area at the equilibrium can be evaluated by enforcing the condition G = ∆γ.
The change in the potential energies U P and U ∆p occurring for a variation of the contact area dA = 2πada is, respectively, dU P "´F¨du paq "´F ru pa`daq´u paqs (3.5)
dU ∆p "´∆p¨dV paq "´∆p rV pa`daq´V paqs "´∆p " πa pa`2daq u pa`daq´πa 2 u paq`2π´ R a`da u a`da prq rdr´ R a u a prq rdr¯ı
with a being the contact radius and u the vertical displacement of the membrane. Notice u is a function of the radial position r and also depends on the value of the contact radius. In particular, u a (a) and u a+da (a + da) denote the values that the vertical displacement takes at r = a and r = a + da, respectively, when the contact radius is currently a or a + da. In order to calculate u and the change in the elastic energy with the contact area, dU el , Finite Element (FE) calculations have been carried out with the aid of the software ANSYS. In particular, axisymmetric linear elastic shell elements have been adopted. The contact zone between the flat rigid indenter and the adhesive membrane is considered in terms of sticking friction, as suggested by some experiments [33] . This condition is taken into account assuming zero radial displacement in such a zone. Finite strain effects are also included by performing a large deflection analysis.
Since we assume linear elastic behavior, the energy stored in the membrane is not affected by the load history. Therefore, to calculate the change in total energy occurring during the process of detachment, at given applied force F, the following procedure has been implemented: (i) the radius of contact a i between membrane and indenter is fixed; (ii) the load pressure ∆p and the vertical force F, on the node lying on the radius a i , are applied; (iii) the vertical u(r) and radial v(r) displacements are calculated; (iv) the corresponding stress and strain fields are evaluated; (v) the elastic energy U el stored in the system is calculated; then (vi) the procedure is repeated for a new value of the contact radius a i+1 = a i + ∆a.
The energy release rate G i corresponding to the contact radius a i is hence estimated as
The value a of the contact radius at the equilibrium is then obtained from the condition G = ∆γ. The unstable detachment of the rigid plate from the membrane occurs at the saddle point of the total energy of the system, i.e., when the minimum of the energy release rate G min equals the work of adhesion ∆γ. Therefore, to calculate the critical detachment force (the pull-off force F pull-off ), we need to enforce the condition G min = ∆γ.
Results and Discussion
Calculations are performed for the volume reductions considered in the experiments in [20] . The corresponding increases in pressure ∆p are averaged over all measured values. Since an unknown prestrain is introduced in the membrane when it is fixed on the tube, the stored strain energy U el will also depend on the initial state of prestrain ε˝i j (and prestress σ˝i j ) of the membrane. An estimation of ε˝i j can be done assuming the prestrain uniform in the radial (ε˝r) and circumferential (ε˝θ) direction and calculating its values by tuning the pull-off force obtained for the highest ∆p on the experimental data. Calculations at the other levels of pressure are hence performed assuming negligible changes in prestrain with the volume reduction. Figure 4 shows the theoretically calculated pull-off force F pull-off as a function of the pressure increase ∆p, corresponding to the volume reductions of 1, 2, 3 and 4 mL, for two different membrane thicknesses (t = 145 µm, 270 µm). Calculations are carried out assuming a work of adhesion ∆γ = 50 mJ/m 2 , which is really an equivalent average value, experimentally measured on nominally "flat" surfaces. The experimental data, given in [20] , are also plotted for comparison.
Results show that the pull-off force required to detach the indenter increases with decreasing the pressure ∆p and, hence, with increasing the radius of curvature. Furthermore, F pull-off is larger for the "thick" membrane because the latter deforms less and hence stores less elastic energy, according to the experimental results given in [34] . A sufficiently good agreement between theoretical results and experimental data of Dening et al. [20] can be noticed, with some differences for the lower levels of pressure (corresponding to the higher radii of curvature of the membrane). These differences probably occur because, in the experimental tests, the distribution of prestrain in the membrane is not properly uniform. Moreover, the significant difference in results for flat membrane (Δp → 0 and rc → ∞) between numerical model and experimental tests is probably due to a small misalignment between indenter and membrane. Such an assumption also gives a reasonable explanation to the completely different behavior at infinite rc of the "thin" and "thick" membrane used in the experiments. Due to the much higher bending stiffness (scales with h 3 ) of the thick membrane, in [20] it was speculated that a certain degree of misalignment between indenter surface and thick membrane prevent the formation of complete contact. In fact, the "thin" membrane can anyway completely or nearly attach to the non-parallel indenter surface, resulting in high pull-off forces. In contrast, the "thick" one is not able to attach to the indenter, since the gain in adhesion energy would be smaller than the work to be done to bring the membrane into complete contact, resulting in vanishing pull-off forces.
For flat membranes (i.e., when Δp = 0), it has been shown in [35, 36] that the circumferential strains and stresses negligibly affect the strain energy stored in the material. For this reason, with the aim to qualitatively understand how the tilt angle of the plate indenter affects the adhesion behavior, we have performed calculations on the simplified 2D plain-strain system schematically shown in Figure  5 . The scope is to verify if a small tilt angle of the plate indenter can determine a significant reduction in the pull-off force. Let us assume membrane deformation is due only to the indenter tilting, for properly evaluating its effect on the initial contact size. In all cases, the same initial value of prestrain and a work of adhesion Δγ = 50 mJ/m 2 are been considered. In order to determine, for a given tilt angle, the contact size a at equilibrium, we need to calculate the value of a at which the total energy Utot of the system takes a minimum. For this purpose, we initially assume the value of a, and then deform the membrane by applying on the contact region the corresponding displacements field (see Figure 5 ). Such operation is repeated for different values of a, so the total energy is determined as a function of the Figure 4 . The theoretically calculated pull-off force F pull-off in terms of the pressure increase ∆p for different membrane thicknesses (t = 145 µm, 270 µm). Experimental data given in [20] are also plotted for comparison.
Moreover, the significant difference in results for flat membrane (∆p Ñ 0 and r c Ñ 8) between numerical model and experimental tests is probably due to a small misalignment between indenter and membrane. Such an assumption also gives a reasonable explanation to the completely different behavior at infinite r c of the "thin" and "thick" membrane used in the experiments. Due to the much higher bending stiffness (scales with h 3 ) of the thick membrane, in [20] it was speculated that a certain degree of misalignment between indenter surface and thick membrane prevent the formation of complete contact. In fact, the "thin" membrane can anyway completely or nearly attach to the non-parallel indenter surface, resulting in high pull-off forces. In contrast, the "thick" one is not able to attach to the indenter, since the gain in adhesion energy would be smaller than the work to be done to bring the membrane into complete contact, resulting in vanishing pull-off forces.
For flat membranes (i.e., when ∆p = 0), it has been shown in [35, 36] that the circumferential strains and stresses negligibly affect the strain energy stored in the material. For this reason, with the aim to qualitatively understand how the tilt angle of the plate indenter affects the adhesion behavior, we have performed calculations on the simplified 2D plain-strain system schematically shown in Figure 5 . The scope is to verify if a small tilt angle of the plate indenter can determine a significant reduction in the pull-off force. Moreover, the significant difference in results for flat membrane (Δp → 0 and rc → ∞) between numerical model and experimental tests is probably due to a small misalignment between indenter and membrane. Such an assumption also gives a reasonable explanation to the completely different behavior at infinite rc of the "thin" and "thick" membrane used in the experiments. Due to the much higher bending stiffness (scales with h 3 ) of the thick membrane, in [20] it was speculated that a certain degree of misalignment between indenter surface and thick membrane prevent the formation of complete contact. In fact, the "thin" membrane can anyway completely or nearly attach to the non-parallel indenter surface, resulting in high pull-off forces. In contrast, the "thick" one is not able to attach to the indenter, since the gain in adhesion energy would be smaller than the work to be done to bring the membrane into complete contact, resulting in vanishing pull-off forces.
For flat membranes (i.e., when Δp = 0), it has been shown in [35, 36] that the circumferential strains and stresses negligibly affect the strain energy stored in the material. For this reason, with the aim to qualitatively understand how the tilt angle of the plate indenter affects the adhesion behavior, we have performed calculations on the simplified 2D plain-strain system schematically shown in Figure  5 . The scope is to verify if a small tilt angle of the plate indenter can determine a significant reduction in the pull-off force. Let us assume membrane deformation is due only to the indenter tilting, for properly evaluating its effect on the initial contact size. In all cases, the same initial value of prestrain and a work of adhesion Δγ = 50 mJ/m 2 are been considered. In order to determine, for a given tilt angle, the contact size a at equilibrium, we need to calculate the value of a at which the total energy Utot of the system takes a minimum. For this purpose, we initially assume the value of a, and then deform the membrane by applying on the contact region the corresponding displacements field (see Figure 5 ). Such operation is repeated for different values of a, so the total energy is determined as a function of the Let us assume membrane deformation is due only to the indenter tilting, for properly evaluating its effect on the initial contact size. In all cases, the same initial value of prestrain and a work of adhesion ∆γ = 50 mJ/m 2 are been considered. In order to determine, for a given tilt angle, the contact size a at equilibrium, we need to calculate the value of a at which the total energy U tot of the system takes a minimum. For this purpose, we initially assume the value of a, and then deform the membrane by applying on the contact region the corresponding displacements field (see Figure 5 ). Such operation is repeated for different values of a, so the total energy is determined as a function of the contact size. To calculate U tot the same approach as that described in Section 3 is used. However, since, in such case, the system is displacement controlled, the only energetic terms that we need to consider are the elastic energy stored in the membrane and the adhesion one.
Example results are summarized in Figure 6 , where the total energy U tot of the system is shown as a function of the contact size a, for different tilting angles and membrane thicknesses. When θ = 10a nd t = 270 µm (red solid line), U tot has a minimum at a = 0. As a result, adhesion between indenter and membrane may not occur. Similarly, for t = 145 µm (black solid line), we have a minimum at a > 0 and, hence, a positive pull-off force will be necessary to detach the indenter. At smaller indenter tilt (θ = 7.5˝) adhesion is possible also when t = 270 µm (red dashed line), because the minimum of U tot occurs at a > 0. However, the contact size is smaller than the one occurring at t = 145 µm (black dashed line). Such results confirm our hypothesis that the vanishing pull-off force measured in the experimental tests on the "thick" membrane at r c Ñ 8 (i.e., ∆p = 0) are probably due to an initial small misalignment between indenter and membrane. Moreover, the above described behavior, could also explain the differences observed at low ∆p between experimental data and theoretical predictions. contact size. To calculate Utot the same approach as that described in Section 3 is used. However, since, in such case, the system is displacement controlled, the only energetic terms that we need to consider are the elastic energy stored in the membrane and the adhesion one. Example results are summarized in Figure 6 , where the total energy Utot of the system is shown as a function of the contact size a, for different tilting angles and membrane thicknesses. When θ = 10° and t = 270 μm (red solid line), Utot has a minimum at a = 0. As a result, adhesion between indenter and membrane may not occur. Similarly, for t = 145 μm (black solid line), we have a minimum at a > 0 and, hence, a positive pull-off force will be necessary to detach the indenter. At smaller indenter tilt (θ = 7.5°) adhesion is possible also when t = 270 μm (red dashed line), because the minimum of Utot occurs at a > 0. However, the contact size is smaller than the one occurring at t = 145 μm (black dashed line). Such results confirm our hypothesis that the vanishing pull-off force measured in the experimental tests on the "thick" membrane at rc → ∞ (i.e., Δp = 0) are probably due to an initial small misalignment between indenter and membrane. Moreover, the above described behavior, could also explain the differences observed at low Δp between experimental data and theoretical predictions. Figure 3 , as a function of the contact size a, for different tilting angles (θ = 7.5°, 10°) and membrane thicknesses (t = 145 μm, 270 μm).
Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented a theoretical model for the adhesion of an elastic membrane with different curvatures in contact with a flat rigid indenter. Good quantitative agreement with the experimental results is obtained. The effect of the membrane thickness and the role of small misalignment between indenter surface and membrane have been investigated. In combination with the results obtained in [20] the present work now provides a more coherent picture of the contact mechanics of curvature controlled adhesion of shell-like structures and may, thus, allow a better understanding of the adhesion behavior of shell-like structures in biological systems such as the smooth attachment organs of tree frogs and bush-crickets. Moreover, it may also be applicable to the field of perception of surfaces, haptics, and tactile sense by human fingertips [37] [38] [39] . Fingertips may also be regarded as shell-like structures. Haptics of product surfaces increasingly become an important product feature, and a thorough understanding of human perception of surfaces depending on certain surface and material properties is crucial [40] . One important property is the adhesion and friction of fingertips on surfaces and this model might help us to obtain a better understanding of this [39, 41] . Moreover, this model might be the basis for an optimal design of new curvature controlled, energy efficient gripping solutions as proposed in [20] . Figure 3 , as a function of the contact size a, for different tilting angles (θ = 7.5˝, 10˝) and membrane thicknesses (t = 145 µm, 270 µm).
We have presented a theoretical model for the adhesion of an elastic membrane with different curvatures in contact with a flat rigid indenter. Good quantitative agreement with the experimental results is obtained. The effect of the membrane thickness and the role of small misalignment between indenter surface and membrane have been investigated. In combination with the results obtained in [20] the present work now provides a more coherent picture of the contact mechanics of curvature controlled adhesion of shell-like structures and may, thus, allow a better understanding of the adhesion behavior of shell-like structures in biological systems such as the smooth attachment organs of tree frogs and bush-crickets. Moreover, it may also be applicable to the field of perception of surfaces, haptics, and tactile sense by human fingertips [37] [38] [39] . Fingertips may also be regarded as shell-like structures. Haptics of product surfaces increasingly become an important product feature, and a thorough understanding of human perception of surfaces depending on certain surface and material properties is crucial [40] . One important property is the adhesion and friction of fingertips on surfaces and this model might help us to obtain a better understanding of this [39, 41] . Moreover, this model might be the basis for an optimal design of new curvature controlled, energy efficient gripping solutions as proposed in [20] .
